A smarter vehicle logbook
Azets Expense offers an automated connection to a digital
vehicle log of your choice - get going today.
With Azets Expense vehicle log add-on,
your employees can stop counting the
mileage themselves through distances
and maps - the digital and automated
vehicle logbook tracks any journey,
from A to B to C and everything is
reported daily to Azets Expense
automatically.
Thanks to this connection to a currently
used or future vehicle logbook, you’ll no
longer have to file complicated tax forms
and your mileage in your vehicle logbook
will be exact.
A vehicle log can sometimes provide
headaches for administrators.
Calculation errors are common and
cause unnecessary administrative
work. Azets Expense takes care of this
administrative work while automatically
reporting all journeys made on a daily
basis.

Get there in three steps
Azets Expense takes care of the data
reported by the vehicle log, daily.
• Track the miles
A GPS receiver in the car
automatically detects when you start
and end your trips.
• The driving data is transferred
automatically
Via the electronic driving journal,
the date, time and mileage are saved
and then automatically transferred to
Azets Expense daily.
• Reporting
In the app, you can easily choose
which journeys you want to report
on montly, and then submit them to your
financial or HR-department.
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One app, one report and
one attestation
With Azets Expense and an electronic driving log you
can expect all expenses, travel bills, subsistence allowances and driving logs, to be reported to one place.

Wide range of compatibility
With support and connectivity to various car systems such as TelliQ,
Automile, Telia Sense and Volvo On Call, your employees can relax and
keep driving, knowing that every mile is automatically counted for.

This service can be tailored to your particular needs, but
all functions are available to make the driving journal a
pleasure and not a torment.
How do I get started?
First you need to decide on which driving log you want to
use - we offer a range of compatible driving log systems.
Once you have selected your driving log, the supplier will
provide you with a GPS receiver and transmitter.
This is installed in the car and you can now connect
to Azets Expense and choose which trips you want to
register. And with that, you’re all set.

Interested?
You can read alot but asking someone who knows more
is always helpful.
Visit azets.se/journal and provide your contact
information - we’ll be in touch as soon as possible.

Want to read more?
Read more: www.azets.se/journal

